


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BYO | PRE-LOAD | PRE-ACCESS 
 
BYO CHARTERS 
 
BYO FOOD:  $10 per person 
BYO DRINKS:  $20 per person  
 
x Tablecloths, ice and clean up included (please supply own plates and cutlery) 
x Food is to be platter style and pre-prepared ready to serve with minimum preparation required. 
x It is a requirement for self-catered charters that a substantial amount of food is brought on board. 
x Catering and cold drinks are to be pre-loaded 2-3 hours prior to charter where possible, otherwise in the days 

before at an agreed time (fees apply).  
x Pre-loading is from Elliott Street Wharf, Balmain. Other location requests on application. 
x Crew will assist with the serving of food and beverages during the charter. 
x All belongings and left over catering is to be removed from the vessel upon disembarking unless pre-arranged with 

the Captain. Items cannot be held for extended periods of time post charter. 
x No BYO charters on Friday’s and Saturday’s in November and December. 
 

PRE-LOADING AND PRE-ACCESS 
 
PRE-LOADING:  $200 
Self-catered cruises are required to have food and beverages pre-loaded to ensure the safety and smooth running of 
the charter. Crew will collect catering from Elliott Street Wharf, Balmain at an agreed time, transfer and load ready 
for charter on behalf of the client. Availability is dependent on the vessel’s schedule. 

 
PRE-ACCESS: $250 
Arrangements can be made for the vessel to be available for a period of time prior to the scheduled pick up at an 
agreed wharf for decorating and loading entertainment and DJ equipment.   
 
Decorations are the responsibility of the client and are to be easy to install and must also be completely removed at 
the end of the cruise ensuring no damage. Please, no tinsel and confetti. 
 
POST CRUISE: $100 
Any items or belongings left behind after the cruise can be collected at an agreed time and location.  
 
Please always consult with the vessel first regarding pre-access and pre-loading as every cruise scenario is different.   
 

VESSEL INSPECTIONS 
 
Galaxy I is moored at Cockatoo Island.  A shuttle service can be arranged to pick up from Elliott Street Wharf, Balmain 
for inspections or the client may choose to make their own way by Ferry.  Generally our preferred inspection times 
are Thursday’s or Friday’s between 11am and 1pm depending on the vessel’s schedule. Bookings required. 
 
We ask for flexibility should our schedule change. 
 
Thank you! 


